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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Latest Installment of Popular Paranormal Detective Series Delivers the
Thrilling Combination of Crime and Romance
Los Angeles, CA (June 21, 2016) — Both loyal fans and new readers of a Series of Shadows saga by Mell
Corcoran will not be disappointed by the third installment, Shadows May Fall. There is very little downtime in law enforcement, and detective Lou Donovan barely catches her breath before she finds herself in
search of the latest killer – another twisted one at that. She must travel down a dark and deadly path in her
pursuit, and there’s no telling what lies ahead or what she may uncover along the way.

This high-stakes suspenseful plot is as fast-paced as ever. While trying to find her place within the world of the
covert organization she has recently entered, Lou and her partner struggle to track down the newest savage
murderer. Beyond this, Lou must also sort out the complicated feelings she has developed for Max – the man
who is slowly becoming the most vital figure in her life. Lou must find her footing and sort out the perils and
protocols of her new world before it all falls to shambles.
Shadows May Fall continues the tradition of a Series of Shadows chronicle with the perfect mixture of
crime, romance and the paranormal. Exciting, unexpected twists keep readers riveted and desperate for more.
Mell Corcoran has done it again. Fans will find themselves absorbed in Lou’s world and rooting for her with
every turn of the page.
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